
SHUFFLE KING II Poker Card Shuffler

SHUFFLE KING II

The most effective professional card shuffler we've ever built for poker games.

Shuffle King is designed to meet the highest standards of your casino or poker club. The second 
generation of this prestigious shuffling machine excells in top-level reliability and technical 
processing. All this under the most favorable price conditions.
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SHUFFLE KING II Poker Card Shuffler

Always ready and reliable

Features

◦ absolutely reliable random shuffle in 35 sec.

◦ increases game productivity by about 30%

◦ much better gaming comfort and safety

◦ easy operation and simple staff training

◦ automatic recount of cards with each shuffle

◦ notice of incorrect number of cards

◦ design matched to gambling room interior

System of two card decks allows you to use one deck in play while the other deck is simultaneously 
shuffled to be ready for the next deal. The shuffle is governed by a GLI approved random number 
generator. Game deceleration caused by hand shuffling is eliminated, thereby your rake is 
significantly increased. Dealer has more time to pay attention to the game. Cards are always 
shuffled properly.
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SHUFFLE KING II Poker Card Shuffler

Technical specification

Dimensions and details

Warranty

100 000 cycles or 12 months 

(whichever occurs first)

Manufacturer

INCOME, spol. s r. o. Reg.No.: 49815270
Mukarovskeho 1985/8 VAT Reg.No: CZ49815270
Prague 5, CZ - 155 00 Phone: +420 725 664 400
Czech republic

The shuffling mechanism is designed for one deck of plastic or paper cards of max. size 88 x 63 mm 
(also narrow cards sized 88 x 57 mm can be processed). Card width can be easily adjusted in user 
menu. Card shuffling is completely random.

At the end of each shuffling, the total number of cards in the deck is displayed. If the number is 
different from 52, the dealer will see a notice of an incorrect number of cards on the display.

◦ top panel: 
  293 x 170 mm (11.5” x 6.7”)

◦ shuffler including top panel:
  280 x 146 x 288 mm (11” x 5.7” x 11.3”)

◦ size of hole in the table: 
  284 x 151 mm (11.18” x 5.94”)

◦ weight: 9,5 kg (20.9 lbs)

◦ power supply 24V/2A (adapter included)

Email: shuffler@income.cz
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